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achieved one of its principal aims: to make investment company 
management a skilled and an honorable profession.266 

Nevertheless, the Wharton and Special Study Reports questioned 
the adequacy of the less thoroughgoing protections afforded investors 
by the Sct  in the advisory fee, sales compensation, and brokerage 
commission areas. These questions were brought t o  the fore by the 
growth of the mutual fund industry to an extent unforeseen when the 
Act was passed in 1940. Sales loads, advisory fees, and brokerage 
commissions may not have provided substantial emoluments in the 
one-half-billion-dollar mutual fund industry of 1940, but they are 
most significant in the $38 billion industry of today. Gross sales 
charges paid by mutual fund purchasers in 1965 are estimated at 
over $260 million, while total advisory fees paid by the funds amounted 
to an estimated $130 million. And mutual fund portfolio transactions 
generated an estimated $100 million of brokerage commissions in 
that year.%’ 

Sales loads paid by purchasers of fund shares are the most important 
single expense of investing in a mutual fund.26s Advisory fees are the 
most substantial expenses incurred in the operation of the funds and 
are continuing costs which must be borne by fund shareholders regard- 
less of the profitability of their investments.269 
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F. SALES LOADS, ADVISORY FEES, AND BROKERAGE COMMISSIONS 

I. TheJindings of the Wharfon Beport and the Special Study 
The Wharton Report analyzed the relationship of mutual fimd 

growth to the level of sales loads and advisory fees and the allocation . r“““-, 
of fund brokerage commissions. It concluded that potential conflicts 
of interest in these areas were among the “more important current 
problems” in the mutual fnnd ind~1st1-y.~~’ The Wharton Report’s 
conclusions with respect to sales loads and brokerage commissions 
were reinforced b. the findings of the Special 

The Wharton Ry eport found evidence to indicate that the higher the 
sales load, the larger the fund or  fund complex. The Report noted 
that “* * * many of the larger [mutual fund] systems * * * have 
found that high retail commissions, which induce greater selling effort, 
tend to increase the rate of sales of investment com any shares.” 272 

industry-particularly the front-end load in the sale of contractual 

‘1 

The Special Study found that factors peculiar to t P le  mutual fnnd 

m Speaking on the Commission’s behalf to, the Senate C o q i t t +  on Banking and Currency, the late 
Commissioner Healy said: “This bill will, I believe, promote the dignity of investment trusts. Themanage- 
ment of these institutions is worthy of being a separate profession and a separate eharge m itself, Instead of 
being a mere adjunct to some other lines of business. What we. ought to develop is a group of expert invest- 
ment trust managers who * * * make their profits * * * from wise and careful management of the funds en- 
trusted to them.” Senate Hearings 47. 

267 Source: Inystment Company Institute. 
Zm A d e s  load IS charged not only on the mvestor’s initial purchase of fund shares, but on his subsequent 

purchases. plthoughno ?le! load is charged on purchases of addition$ shares made through the reinvest- 
ment of capital gam distnbutions, many funds do charge a d e s  load III conneation with purchases attrib- 
utable to the reinvestment of ordinary income dividends. Investors who purchase mutual fund shares 
through contractual plans voluntary accumulation plans and capital gain and dividend reinvestment 
plans on which a sales loah is not charged, may nevertheless incur other fees. Rowever, these other fees 
are usually paid to the [unds or to banks and not to the group selling the shares. They are unposed to 
defray the cost of administerme the plans. 

269 In some cases the basic advisory fee pays f?r all the normal operating serviees required by the funds. 
Most funds howeGer incur operating expenses in addition to the basic advisory fee. The most significant 
of theseexpbnses areihe eostsof custodial, stock’transfer and dividend disbursing services and of distributing 
periodic reports and proxy material to shareholders. In most instances, banks and other Faffiliited per- 
sons perform these services at rates that are negotiated with the fund managers, , In some mstanoes, these 
services are supplied or paid for by the adviser or underwriter m return for additional fees. 

270 Wharton Report 3. 
271 Speaial Study, pt. 4, 107-110, 121-2.74. 
272 Wharton Report 31. 
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plans-created pressures toward undesirable selling practices. It 
concluded that the “evidence suggests the existence of such practices 
to an unfortunate degree.” 273 

The growth of the funds through the sale of new fund shares in- 
creases the compensation of those who manage them, execute their 
portfolio transactions and sell their shares. However, the Wharton 
Report questioned whether the industry’s emphasis on growth through 
sales has benefited the funds and their shareholders from the viewpoint 
of investment results. Its analysis of fund performance indicated 
that investment results mere not related to size. The Report stated: 

A priori it has been argued that shareholders benefit from 
increased diversification or (sic) risk and the ability of the 
adriser to afford more substantial facilities and able per- 
sonnel; but it has been pointed out on the other side that 
small or moderate sized portfolios contribute to flexibility of 
portfolio adjustments in the light of changing. circumstances. 
Since neither average performance nor variability of per- 
formance has been significantly related to size of fund, neither 
of these considerations appears to have been decisive.n4 

The Wharton Report pointed out, however, that growth through 
sal@ can be of benefit to fund shareholders. It noted that the 
economies of size stemming from such growth could make for lower 
costs per dollar of assets managed.275 But it questioned whether invest- 
ment advisers had adequately shared these savings with the funds 
and their shareholders.*j6 Despite the substantial growth of the 
funds since 1940, the Report found that the effective fee rates charged 
mutual funds tended to  cluster heavily about the traditional annual 
rate of one-half of 1 percent of average net assets.277 

The Report observed that “advisory fee rates charged open-end 
companies by investment advisers are both significantly higher and 
significantly less responsive to changes in the volume of assets super- 
vised than is the case with those advisers’ nonfund clients or with 
open-end company assets managed internally by boards of directors 
or trustees.” 

The Wharton Report suggested that the practice in the mutual 
fund industry of paying for management services by fees based on a 
percentage of assets tends to avoid conventional limitations on execti- 
tive salaries. The lack of such limitations was alluded to as a possible 
partial explanation of the higher management costs of the externally 
managed funds as against those that are internally managed. The 
Report also noted that the attachment of the officers and directors of 
the furidb to the organizations which supply services to the funds may 
tend to obscure their awareness of their fiduciary relationship to  the 
funds and their ~hareholders.~’~ It stated that consideration for the 
interest> of the funds’ shareholders may be particularly lacking in 
connection with sales of fund shares.280 

273 Special Sianly, pt. 4, 204-217. 
274 Wharton Report 31-32. 
p:; Wha-ton Report 492. 
276 Wharton Report 493-2Y2. 
?i7 As previously noted, a significant number Of advisory contracts now provide for a decline iii the rate of 

273 Wharton Report 491. 
279 Wharton Report 493-494. 
2% Wharton Report 31-33. 

theadvisoryfecas thesizeof tlieassetsmanagedrises. Seep.46, supra,andpp. 100-10;2,inIra. 
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Both reports observed that a substantial portion of mutual fund 
brokerage commissions was used to give broker-dealers extra compen- 
sation for selling fund shares. To the extent that brokerage com- 
missions were used to pay for investment research and other services 
available from brokers, they served mainly to assist the investment 
adviser in fulfilling his obligations under the advisory contract. In  
instances where the adviser-underwriter was d l i a t e d  with a broker, 
the affiliated broker tended to obtain a substantial portion of the 
fund’s brokerage. In neither case did the Wharton Report find that 
the advisory fee was reduced to reflect the benefits and profits realized 
by the investment adviser from the brokerage commissions paid by 
the funds.%l 

The Wharton Report thus suggested that the problems found in the 
areas of sales loads, advisory fees and portfolio brokerage might be 
attributable to the structural characteristics of the mutual fund 
industry. Although the funds are legally separate entities, they are 
under the effective control of their investment advisers and principal 
underwriters. This control starts with the formation of the invest- 
ment company at the initiative of a group which intcnds to and does 
furnish the fund with its essential services. Almost invariably the 
organizers of the fund become its key executive officers and-to the 
extent permitted by the Act-its directors. The organizers also select 
the unaffiliated directors. Although the fund may grow to substantial 
size and achieve a national reputation, the use of external organiza- 
tions to perform its essential services eliminates any necessity for 
expanding the fund’s own organization. The fund remains, as it  
always was, without an identity and an-organization separate from 
its adviser-underwriter. The fund occupies the offices of the adviser- 
underwriter, uses the latter’s staff .and executive officers, and generally 
obtains legal and auditing services from the same attorneys and 
accountants who serve .the adviser-underwriter.2s2 

Seldom is there a disinterested voice in the management of the 
fund other than that of the unaffiliated directors. But the Wharton 
Report concluded that the unafsliated directors “may be of restricted 
value as an instrument for providing effective representation of mutual 
fund shareholders in dealings between the fund and its investment 
adviser.” 283 

In this connection, it should be noted that the unaffiliated directors’ 
ability to bargain with the adviser-underwriter may be hampered 
by the practical diEculty of changing from one adviser-underwriter 
to another. Such a change might disrupt existing operations and 
defeat the expectations of some shareholders who may have purchased 
their shares in reliance on existmg management. Under these cir- 
cumstances competition can play httle part in the selection of mutual 
fund adviser-~nderwriters.~~~ 

The Wharton Report concluded that the shareholder voting rights 
provided for in the Act “appear to be of limited value” in governing 
the relationships between the funds and their investment advisers, 
principal underwriters and regular brokers.285 It found that mutual 
fund shares are more widely distributed and their ownership less COR- 
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281 Wharton Report 32-33,528, 530-537. See also Special Study, pt. 4,218,233. 
283 Wharton Report 33-36, 66-67. 
283 Wharton Report 34. 
2% Cf. Wharton Report 67. 
286 Wharton Report 34. 
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centrated than those of most other publicly held companies of com- 
parable size.2s6 Coupled sn-ith the wide diffusion of shareownership 
is the redemption feature which iacilitates the exit from the fund of 
shareholders who are dissatisfied with management performance. 
For these reasons, the Wharton Report observed, mutual fund share- 
holders tend to be passive. Generally, only a handful of them attend 
annual meetings, despite the efforts by some fund managements to 
encourage attendan~e.~~’ 
2. Public policy implications of the ?T7harton and Special Study Reports 

Because of the provisions of the Act designed to protect the interests 
of mutual fund shareholders through representation by unaffiliated 
directors and through special disclosure and shareholder approval 
requirements: investment company shareholders have more of an 
opportunity t o  participate in the affairs of their companies than 
shareholders of most other publicly held corporations. If, as the 
Wharton Report suggested, these provisions have been ineffective, 
does this failure raise significant questions of public policy? Some 
say not. 

In one sense, the economic relationship of fund managers to fund 
shareholders differs from that of other corporate managers to their 
shareholders. Most business corporations derive their revenues and 
profits by selling their products or services to outside customers at  
prices and upon terms ordinarily determined by arm’s-length bargain- 
ing in competitive markets. It is in the interest of stockholders and 
management alike to maximize profits from such sales. The outside 
customers are protected not by the company but by their ability to 
fend for themselves and by consumer-oriented laws. A mutual fund, 
however, has no products and no customers, unless one regards its 
shares as its products and its present and potential shareholders as 
its customers. If the situation is looked at  from the viewpoint of the 
investment advisers, they are in business of selling their advisory and, 
in some cases, their brokerage services to the public through the shares 
of the funds they manage. As pointed out above, frequently they 
also serve as, or are closely affiliated with, the principal underwriters 
of the funds’ shares in order to merchandise these shares actively 
and aggressively. 

These circumstances lead some to suggest that any conflicts that 
may exist between the interests of the fund managers and under- 
writers and those of their customers-the mutual fund investors- 
are no dif€erent from the usual conflicts of interest between buyers 
and sellers. The managers’ responsibilities to mutual fund investors 
are viewed as essentially the same as those of an investment adviser 
to his nonfund clients. Those who take this view suggest that con- 
ventional concepts of corporate and trust law are inapplicable to the 
mutual fund because it is merely a “shell” organized for adminis- 
trative convenience as a vehide by which the investment adviser 
undertakes the management of funds entrusted to him by individual 

r88 Whastou Report 64. 
This finding must now be qualified to some extent. One month after the Wharton Report was trans- 

mitted to Con ess in August of 1962 The Fund of Funds Ltd a fund holding company was organized 
under Ontario%w. Fund of Funds ik itself 8 mutual fund k h d i n v e s t s  in the securities of other invest- 
ment companies and mutual fund management companies. It claims its shares are not sold within the 
urisdiction of the United States and that it is, therefore, immune from regulation under the Act. As of 

h e  30, 1966, its assets amounted to $420 million, and it now holds substantial positions in a number of 
United States mutual funds. See pp. 312-324, infra. 

387 Wharton Report 64. 
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investors. To them, the fund itself has little or no independent sig- 
nificance for it is essentially the brand name under which a particular 
investment adviser sells its services to the ublic. Adherents to this 

pectus that gives him an accurate description of the nature of the 
services being offered and an explanation of their costs, and that 
dissatisfied shareholders can exercise their right of redemption. 

If this view were accepted, the questions raised by the Wharton 
Report and the Special Study with respect to advisory fees, sales 
loads, and utilization of portfolio brokerage might be of little sig- 
nificance. \ 

The Commission believes that it would be most unwise to accept the 
foregoing analysis for regulatory purposes. 
the Act. The cowts also have held that mutual fund shareholders are 
not merely individual advisory clients, and that the funds have rights 
that can be enforced by their shareholders just as other types of cor- 
porations have rights that can be enforced by their shareholders.288 
If mutual fund shareholders are viewed as customers to whom the 
advisers and the underwriters sell their services and products, the 
shareholder protections provided by the fiduciary principles of cor- 
poration law tend to disappear. There is no adequate substitute for 
those principles. The individual mutual fund shareholder cannot 
bargain over the level of the sales load, the terms of the advisory con- 
tract or the utilization of portfolio brokerage. If by reason of the 
industry structure, there is no one in a positipn to bargain effectively 
with respect to these matters, and if competition cannot operate as an 
effective control, then fundamental questions of public policy are 
raised. 

Mutual funds may differ to some extent from other types of business 
associations in 11-hich those r h o  administer the enterprise manase 
other people’s money. But in the Commission’s opinion those dif- 
ferences make it all the more essential that principles long regarded 
as basic in the Ian- of corporations and trusts be applied to the funds. 

Although mutual fund investors buy the fund managers’ profes- 
sional investment skills, those who purchase other equity securities 
also buy the skills of the issuers’ managers. One mho invests in 
shares of other pablicly held coyorations relies on the expertise and 
the diligence of their managers 111 much the same way as the mutual 
fund shareholder relies on the expertise and the diligence of the funds’ 
managers. I n  these corporations conventional limitations on esecu- 
tive compensation, disclosure and fiduciary standards of reasonable- 
ness all serve as restraints. 

Full disclosure is basic to all Federal securities legislation and is as 
crucial to the protection of mutual fund investors as it is to the pro- 
tection of investom generally. It is, hon-ever, only an aspect of, riot 
a substitute for, the right of equity security holders to fair heatnient 
and adherence to fiducwry standards of conduct from those v-ho 
manage and control their businesses. The advisory fees, the under- 
writing cumpenstition, and the brokerage commissions paid to the 
manager? of externally managed funds may differ somewhat from the 
salaries, btmuseb, and stock option3 that other corporations give to 

‘ m ~ ~ 1  

position point out that every mutual fun K investor receives a pros- 

- 

It is clearly rejected in - $ 

, 

288 Tnwniqv. WeZ>jnqh Fund In.c 187 F. S u ~ p .  1T9. lY5-19i (D. Ijel. 1960) afjirmed 313 F. 2d 472 CC.A. 
3, 1963) eertiorori d m i r d .  37.1 G.5. Soii’. See also S o i n i s a / ~  v. A b b o / l ,  IS5 X!?b 765, 750L7-772 (Dol Ch., 1961). 
For further d imi s ion  ske pp. 132-133, infra. ,,- 
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their managers. While both situations involve compensation for 
managerial services, payments for services furnished to mutual funds 
may involve in addition some compensation for entrepreneurial risk. 
However, total immunity from economic and legal restraints would be 
as undesirable in one case as in the other. 

The contention that redeemability obviates the need for other 
shareholder protections is also questionable. Those who hold shares 
in other publicly held companies can sell them on an exchange or in . 
the over-the-counter market. Yet the free alienability of these shares 
has never been viewed as lessening the responsibility of corporate 
managers to deal fairly and equitably with the shareholders. Particu- 
larly should this be so in the case of mutual funds whose shareholders 
usually pay considerably more to acquire their shares than other 
types of investors pay for both the acquisition and the sale of their 
shares.28Q 

As stated in the Act, a primary purpose of its provisions is to miti- 
gate and, insofar as is feasible, to eliminate those conditions whereby 
investment companies were being operated in the interests of their 
promoters, managers, underwriters, brokers, and other insiders rather 
than in the interests of all classes of security holders.290 In large part, 
these provisions have operated effectively against the major abuses 
prevalent in the investment company industry prior t o  1940. Ques- 
tions as to the extent to which the growth of mutual funds since 1940 
has accentuated problems that may then have been minor and as to the 
effectiveness of the Act in dealing with such problems merit careful and 
serious analysis. This report attempts such an analysis. 

288 See pp. 53-54, supra, and pp. 209-214, infra. 
200 See. l(b)(2). 
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APPENDIX 

SPECIAL TAX TREATMENT OF DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENT COMPANIES 

This appendix summarizes various provisions of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1954 (“the Code”) applicable t o  diversified invest- 
ment companies. These provisions are found in subchapter M of the 
Code,’ which applies only to  so-called regulated investment companies 
and which states that no company shall be considered a “regulated” 
investment company unless it meets certain standards of diversilica- 
tion set forth in the Code.2 The Code’s standards of diversification 
are similar to but not precisely the same as those of the Act? 

A. ORDINARY INCOME 

Regulated investment companies that distribute at least 90 percent 
of their ordinary taxable income to their shareholders can deduct such 
dividends from ordinary income.* Since most corporations cannot 
deduct the dividends that they pay their stockholders from taxable 
income, this provision is significant to diversified investment com- 
panies and to  their  stockholder^.^ 

Thus, if an investment company has a taxable annual income of $1 
million, all of which is derived from interest, but does not qualify for 
subchapter M treatment, it must pay a Federal corporate income tax 
of $473,500 e, and will have only $526,500 available for distribution 
to its stockholders or retention in its business. But if the company 
qualifies for subchapter M treatment, and if it distributes $900,000 
of its million dollar income to its stockholders, it will be able to deduct 
that entire $900,000 from its taxable income. Its taxable income will 
then be$100,000, and its corporate income tax $41,500, leaving $58,500 
for retention and reinvestment. Because the company qualified 
for subchapter M treatment its stockholders received $373,500 
($900,000 minus $526,500) more than they could possibly have re- 
ceived if the company had not so qualified. Moreover, the company 
can avoid the corporate income tax altogether by electing t? distribute 
all of its income to its stockholders. If it does that, it will have no 
taxable income and will have passed its entire income on to its stock- 

1 Code secs. 851455. 
2 Code’ sec 851 (b) (4). 
3 As ndted atpp. 4C-41, supra, the Code tre?ts a company which has 50 percent of its assets in diTersified 

securities as “diversiBe~1” whereas a company 1s not “divers~fiel” under the act unless 75 perceut of Its assets 
are in diversiiied securities. Because of this factor a number of companies that are “non-diversified” under 
the Act are nevertheless “regulated investment companies” entitled to the benefits of subch. M. 

The tau status of the contractual plan type of unit investment trust (see pp. 57-58 supra) is the same as 
that of the diversified type of management company. This is so because: (1) Suo6 trusts usually invest 
ail of their assets in the shares of a single openend management company; and (2) sec. 851(b)(4) (B) of the 
Code imposes no limitation on the portion of its assets that a “regulated investment company” can invest in 
the securities of other regulated investment companies. 

4 Code sec. 852. 
6 See dode secs 161-182 241-248. 
6 All celcnfatio& are bded on the rates applicable to taxable years after Dec, 31,1964, i.e., 22 percent on 

the first $25,000 of a corporatmn’s meome and 48 percsnt on so much of a eorporatlon’s mcome as exceeds that 
figure. Code, see. 11. 
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holders free from any Federal corporate income tax. This is exactly 
what most diversified investment companies do.' 

The foregoing example dealt with interest income. In the case of 
dividend income the tax advantage of the subchapter M investment 
companies is much less. This is so because all corporations are 
entitled to deduct from their taxable income 85 percent of any divi- 
dends that they receive.s Hence only 15 percent of the dividend 
income of a corporation is ever subject to Federal corporate income 
tax.g Since the highest rate at  which corporate income is taxed is 
48 percent, the maximum effective Federal corporate income tax 
rate on dividend income is only 7.2 percent (48 percent of 15 percent). 
Of course, the ability to avoid a 7.2 percent income tax is still a sub- 
stantial advantage. The extent of that advantage in the case of a 
company with dividend income of $1 million is shown below: 

IMPLICATIONS OF INVESTMENT COMPANY GROWTH 

treatment 

a Regulated investment companies that avail themselves of the benefits of subch. M are not entitled to 
the intercorporate dividend deduction. Code sec. 852(b) (2) (C ) .  

b The effective rateol tax in the foregoing i l l h a t i o n  is 6.55 percent rather than 7.2 percent as stated in 
the text becanuse the first $25,000 of dividend income is taxed at only 3.3 percent (15 percent of the corporate 
normel tax rate of 22 percent). 

0 To obtain its $65,500 tax saving the subch. M company had to distribute its entice income to its stock- 
holders, while the managers of the company that did not choose to qualify for subch. M treatment were free 
to  retain a portion of its after-tax income in the business. 

A dividend that the recipient invests in the purchase of additional shares is deemed to have been paid by 
the company and to have been received by the stockholder. Hence the dividend reinvestment programs 
maintain@ by most mutual f F d s  do not affect their ability to avail themselves of the benefits of subch. M 
These programs make it possible for mutual funds to add appreciable portions of their income to capitai 
without forfeiting the tax advantages conditioned on the distribution of such income to the shareowners. 

B. CAPITAL GAINS 

I. Capital gains distributed to the shareholders 
Regulated investment companies are exempt from any corporate 

income tax on capital gains that they distribute to their shareholders.'O 
The gains so distributed are taxable to the shareholders as capital 
gain, not ordinary income." Since most corporations have to pay 
a 25 percent tax on their long-term capital gains,'2 and since invest- 
ment companies frequently realize capital gains-indeed most of 
them regard the realization of such gains as one of their principal 
objectives-the capital gain treatment that subchapter M gives to 
investment companies, that qualify thereunder, is a substantial tax - 

7 The Code contains so-called "look back" woviisions (sec. 85.5) which Demit the investment comuanv to 
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benefit to them. Since the distribution of a capital gain by a corpo- 
ration usually results in ordinary income to its  shareholder^,'^ and 
since capital gains are taxed at  appreciably lower rates than those 
applicable to ordinary income,I4 subchapter M confers substantial 
additional benefits on investment company shareholders. 

Thus, a company that realizes a net long-term capital gain of $1 
million and is not a subchapter M company must itself pay a tax of 
$250,000. When it distributes the remaining $750,000 to its stock- 
holders, they receive ordinary income l5 on which they must pay taxes 
at the rates generally applicable to such income, which range from 14 
percent to 70 percent for individual taxpayers.16 In contrast, when a 
subchapter M company realizes a capital gain and proceeds t o  dis- 
tribute it to its stockholders, it  pays no capital gain tax. And since 
the stockholders can treat that $1 million as long-term capital gain, not 
ordinary income,17 their individual income taxes on their gains may 
be as low as 7 percent and can never be higher than 25 percent.ls 
6. Undistributed capital gain 

A subchapter M investment company has to pay a 25 percent tax on 
its undistributed capital gains.lg So do other corporations.20 Hence 
with respect t o  undistributed capital gains $vestment companies have 
no advantage as such over other corporatlons. But the stockholders 
of subchapter M investment companies do have an advantage over the 
stockholders of other companies. When a company that does not 
qualify under subchapter M realizes a capital gain which it does not 
choose t o  distribute to its stockholders, the stockholders’ tax position 
is unaffected for the time being since they have received nothing from 
the corporation. But if and when the corporation does pay a dividend 
derived from its realized capital gain of a previous year, the stock- 
holders realize ordinary income.21 Hence any realized corporate 
capital gain that is ultimately distributed to the stockholders is taxed 
twice: once to the corporation as capital gain and second as ordinary 
income to the stockholders who receive a dividend derived from that 
source. Whenever a subchapter M investment company realizes a 
capital gain which it distributes in some later year, that gain is taxed 
only once-to the corporation as capital gain. This is so because a 
subchapter M investment company’s unlstributed capital gains are 
deemed to have been distributed to the shareholders during the year 
in which they were realized by the investment company.22 This 
means that the individual stockholder’s income for that year is in- 
creased by his proportionate share of the investment company’s 
undistributed capital gain.n However, the stockholder is entitled to  a 
credit against his tax equal t o  his proportionate share of the 25 percent 

l3 Sec. 316 of the code defines a“dividend” as “any distribution of property made by a cxporation to its 
shareholders * * * out of its earnings and profits.” The section does not differentiate profits attributable 
to  long-term capital gains from other profits 

14 Individuals’ capital gains are taxed at one-half the rate auplicable to ordinary income hut never at a 
rate higher than 25 Dercent. Code, sec. lml(b). 

15 See note 13 on this page. 
18 Code sec. l(a)(Z). 
1‘ TheGcan do so even if they have held their shares for less than the six months holdinq period normally 

required-for long-term capital gain treatment. Compare Code, secs. 852(b)(3)(B) and (C) *th Code,, sec. 1222(3). Hence a shareholder can trest a capital gain dividend as a long-term capital gain even if he received 
that dividend the day after he purchased the shares that generated it. 

1% Code sec. lZOl (b ) .  
1s Code’ sea. 852(b)(3)(A). 
20 Code’ see. lZOl(a). 
21 See nbte 13 supra. 

Code, sec. 852(b)(3). 
Code, sec. 852(b)(3)(D)(i). 
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capital gain tax that the investment company has already ~ a i d . 2 ~  
Since 25 percent is the maximum rate at  which capital gains are 

the stockholder pays no additional taxes on his proportionate 
share of those gains. In fact, his total income tax pa 
year may be reduced to some extent as a result of t 
compan ’s decision to retain its realized capital gain.26 

If a n 1  when the company distributes such gain in a subsequent 
year, the distribution is tax free to the stockholder. His share of that 
gain was already included in his income for a prior year, although it 
did not increase his out-of-pocket tax liability for that year. Hence 
it cannot be taxed in a subsequent year.n 

24 Code, sec. 852(b)(3)(D)(ii). 
25 Code, sec. 1201(b). 
26 This is so because most individual taxpayers are taxed at a rate of less than 25 percent on their capital 

gains. The 25 percent rate affects only those persons whose ordinary income is high enough to subject them 
to marginal ordinary income tax rates of 50 percent or more. Other taxpayers are taxed on their ordinary 
capital gains at one-half the rate on which they are taxed on their ordinary +come. 

Forexample,if anindividual taxpayer in the 30 percent bracket owns sharesln a subchapter Minveshnent 
company that does not distribute its capital gains, his pro rata share of the company’s undistributed gains 
is $100 and he must report a long-term capital gag  of $NKJ. Since he wfi! be taxed on that gain at 15 percent 
(one-half of the 30 percent rate applicable to hw ordinary income), his total income tax liabllity will be 
$15 higher than it would have been had there been no such undistr+buted gain. But his pro rata share of 
the 25 percent gain tax that the investment company has already paid amounts $0 $25, and he is entitled to 
credit that $25 against his mdividual income tax. The taxpayer is therefore entitled to a $10 refund. 

27 For reasons explained in the text and in the preceding footnote, the company’s payment of the capital 
gain tax gives rise to a credit against the individual stockholder’s income tax liability except in those cases 
where his ordiuary income tax bracket is 50 percent or higher. A second tax advantage comes into play if 
the taxpayer sells his shares and if the price that he gets for them reflects the company’s retention of the 
realized capital gain. In that event, the shareholders of subchapter M companies pay a lower capital gain 
tax than do the shareholders of other corporations. This is so because the corporation’s retention of a r e a  
lized capital gain normally has no effect on the basis of the shareholders’ shares while a subchapter M com- 
pany’s retention of a realized eapital gain increases the basis of the shareholders’ shares by 75 percent of 
their pro rata shares in such gain. Code sec. 852(3)(D)(iii). 

For exmple, assume that X buys a sh&e in an investment company for $10. The company then realizes 
a capital gain equal to $2 per share and retains that gain in its tresaury. X thereafter sells his share for a 
price that reflects this retention that is for $12 per share. If the company is not a subchapter M company 
X is deemed to have realized ahd is taied on a capital gain of $2. But if the company is a subchapter M 
company, X’s be i s  rose at the time the company realized the gain by $1.50 (75 percent of the $2 undistri- 
buted capital gam) from $10 to $11.50. Accordingly when X sells, he IS deemed to have realized and is 
taxed on a gain of only 50 cents. 


